Abstract-We propose a theoretical evaluation of the matched filter bound (MFB) of -branch antenna diversity with maximalratio-combining (MRC) in a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel. The theoretical derivation is based on a Karhunen-Loève expansion. Although many previous approaches of this kind have been presented in the past, we give a more general and straightforward one as our model accounts for the correlations between the branches and between the channel taps within each branch, as well as the mismatch between the average received power per branch. The usefulness of our approach is shown through two different applications. First the benefits of a two branch receiver ( = 2) using spatial or polarization diversity for global system for mobile communication (GSM) and Interim Standard 95 (IS-95) downlink systems both using binary signaling, are compared. Second, with the use of our theoretical model, it is proved that diversity gain is invariant by any unitary transformation. As a result, and contrary to widespread belief, polarization diversity gain is shown to be invariant by spatial rotation of the receiver antennas.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N MODERN time-division multiple-access (TDMA) digital mobile radio systems, data signals are transmitted in bursts. If the channel can be assumed time invariant for the burst duration (slow fading channel) then the optimum -channel diversity receiver is the maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) receiver [6] . The performance of such a receiver is given by averaging the error probability on all possible channel outcomes. For a given channel outcome the error probability (in white Gaussian noise) is assessed by the minimum Euclidian distance between all possible received sequences. This quantity is very difficult to calculate for arbitrary dispersive channels, so that only numerical performance Manuscript received August 25, 1998 ; revised March 20, 2000 . This paper was presented at the IEEE 1998 International Conference on Universal Personal Communications, ICUPC'98, Florence, Italy, October 1998. This work was done at the Radiocommunications Department, Alcatel, Corporate Research Center, 92000 Nanterre, France.
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results can be obtained via error trellis method [7, p. 420] .
A much simpler measure of performance can be obtained by neglecting the effect of intersymbol-interference (ISI) and deriving the bit error probability (BEP) when a single symbol is transmitted over a perfectly known channel. In this way, an absolute BEP performance lower bound is obtained, which is commonly known as the matched filter bound (MFB). Surprisingly, the MFB gives in many cases the same performances as the error treillis method, meaning that within a multiplicative constant the error probability of the MLSE is essentially the same as the MFB even in presence of ISI [7, p. 448] . For direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DSSS) systems, the classical RAKE receiver approaches the MFB at the expense of very low symbol rate [26] . As a consequence, matched filter bounds (being lower bounds under idealized conditions, in particular perfect channel estimation and no ISI) are very attractive because they are more easily derived in analytical form, and also because these bounds are generally found to be tight enough (in comparison with MLSE optimum receiver or RAKE receiver) to make them serve as valuable benchmarks for system design and evaluation. In this paper, a matched filter bound of the error probability for an -branches diversity system that uses any linear modulation over multipath frequency-selective fading channels is derived. On the receiver side, it is assumed that branches of diversity are obtained by the use of distinct antennas. The lower bound is based on the principles of matched filter and maximal ratio combining (MRC). Performance bounds have already been derived for several systems in the past [8] - [17] . For example, in [10] the problem has been formulated in its most general form, but only for the case of ideal linear equalization, while [12] treats the case of a single multipath Rayleigh-fading channel with independent taps only.
In [16] the matched filter bound is calculated in the frequency domain for uncorrelated diversity branches via a continuous Karhunen-Loéve transformation which allows both continuously dispersive channels and discrete multipath channels to be taken into account. Moreover [16] considers colored noise but having the same power spectral density on all branches. Finally, in [17] , the matched filter bound results for uncorrelated diversity branches are extended to trellis coded modulation with perfect interleaving. Our formulation is the first one which accounts at the same time for the following aspects: pulse shape, channel taps correlation, any number of diversity branches, power mismatch of the different branches (especially useful for polarization diversity), envelope correlation between the signals on different branches, and white noise with different power spectral density on each branch. Moreover, the presented matched filter bound derivation is the most straightforward as it relies on a unique Karhunen-Loève expansion. In comparison, the approach considered in [14] is composed of two successive transformations as it needs an extra Cholesky decomposition to take into account any kind of correlation. In this respect, it is shown here that the compactness of our analytical formulation allows us to get more insight in important issues related to antenna diversity, such as polarization diversity gain.
In Section II, the considered system model is presented and the theoretical error probability lower bound using KarhunenLoève expansion is derived, together with the asymptotic expression of the BER for BPSK. This result, already known for flat fading channels [23] , is thus shown to apply for the more general case of frequency-selective fading channels.
In Section III, with the use of our model, any unitary transformation on taps of equal delay is shown to leave the diversity gain unchanged for antenna diversity systems having the same noise spectral density on each branch. This is particularly interesting for polarization diversity as it is shown that rotating the base station antennas represents a special case of unitary transformation. Thus, the widespread belief of added diversity gain for slanted antennas is proven to be wrong from the matched filter bound point of view. In addition, by extending the work of Vaughan [21] , the same result was numerically confirmed. Polarization diversity gain is invariant versus antennas rotation.
Finally, in Section IV, polarization diversity is overviewed as there is a renewed interest for this kind of diversity, especially in mobile radio systems. Additionally, with the use of our theoretical model, the spatial and polarization dual-diversity gains for global system for mobile communication (GSM) [1] and Interim Standard 95 (IS-95 downlink) [2] mobile systems are compared in various cellular environments.
II. GENERAL APPROACH
In this section we give a detailed presentation of the system model and the computation of the matched filter error probability bound.
A. System Model
The considered base-band system model is depicted in Fig. 1 . It consists of a one-dimensional (complex or real) linear modulation with a pulse shape filter at the transmitter side. The transmitted signal passes through time-varying multipath channels , assumed to be perfectly known, and is received by different antennas corresponding to diversity branches. Each channel is modeled by a discrete -taps time varying response
where each is a zero mean complex Gaussian random variable (Rayleigh fading). The additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) of the th branch has a power spectral density . The different noise signals are assumed to be uncorrelated. In the sequel, and will be indistinctly used as the channel is assumed to be invariant for a symbol duration. The channel taps of the branches can be arranged in the following vector form:
The covariance matrix of the vector is given by , where denotes the conjugated transpose operator. It is important to note that, unlike previously published results [8] - [17] , no particular restriction on is considered. This allows to treat, in the same framework, the most general case of tap correlation within one branch as well as between different branches.
As the matched filter bound is considered, only one symbol is transmitted and received [9] . In this case, for the th diversity branch the matched filter for each transmitted symbol-say -is in fact matched to where denotes the convolution operator. The optimal way to combine the branches is to perform maximal ratio combining (MRC). Therefore, as the noise signals of the branches have different flat power spectral densities , any branch must be weighted by a factor , [23] . Then the outputs of the matched filters are sampled at the symbol rate (perfect synchronization is supposed). We then obtain the samples (3) where is the Gaussian noise sample of the th branch output and is the total energy of given by (4) Defining the autocorrelation function of as (5) can now be written (6) Let , then we have (7) where is a matrix with elements . The samples are added together to give the final decision variable (8) with (9) and (10) Recalling (2), it is easily observed that (9) can be expressed as (11) where the matrix is defined as
Consequently, the final decision variable is equal to the transmitted symbol scaled by the coefficient and added to a Gaussian noise sample . The instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the combiner output (i.e., the variable ), for given values of , is equal to (13) Let us verify that the receiver really implements MRC combining. As is a zero mean Gaussian noise, and assuming that we have (14) The noise sample at the output of th branch is expressed as (15) As a result the variance of the decision variable can be written (16) Using the properties of the noise signals, we have (17) Thus we can write (18) Equations (13), (14) , and (18) yield Finally, using (3) and (8), one can easily verify that (19) where is the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio of the th branch ( is the instantaneous received symbol energy for the th branch). Thus, adding the samples is equivalent to performing MRC of the diversity branches [23] . Therefore, the combination of ideal matched filters and MRC leads to the best theoretical performance, meaning that it corresponds to the lowest bound of the error probability that a real life receiver can attain. However, as underlined before, this bound is very close to the optimum receiver performance.
B. Error Probability Lower Bound
As the autocorrelation function has an Hermitian symmetry and is nonnegative definite, it follows that matrix is Hermitian nonnegative definite. By extension, matrix is also Hermitian nonnegative definite, and of dimension where . Therefore, exists so that can be written , where . Knowing that is circularly symmetric [i.e., denoting the transpose operator] and that its covariance matrix is real (see Appendix A), is also circularly symmetric as it is obtained by a linear transformation of . Using the results of Appendix B, can be written as (20) where are complex circularly symmetric random variables with variances the eigenvalues of , and are complex mutually orthonormal vectors. As a result, can be written in the simple form (21) where are independent chi-square random variables with means the eigenvalues of or equivalently of , being the covariance matrix of . Note that the matrix takes into account the pulse shape characteristics in combination with the channel delay spread, whereas the matrix combines the effects of the power profiles of the channels, the correlations (between taps of one branch as well as taps of different branches), and the power mismatch among the branches.
In case of unequal eigenvalues, the probability distribution of is given by (22) where are the residues ( . More generally, some eigenvalues may be equal, which is the case for instance when treating independent diversity branches having the same channel profile. This case was examined extensively in many papers such as [13] . Alternatively, one can artificially separate the equal eigenvalues by a very small amount. In this way, the distribution (22) can still be used and yields results very close to the exact approach.
We know from (19) that the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio of the decision variable is . Moreover, using (21), the mean signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) when considering the channel variations is simply . Then the average error probability versus can be obtained as (23) where is the error probability of the chosen modulation in AWGN channel.
For BPSK modulation, (23) can be solved analytically, so the matched filter bound error probability can be expressed as [12] - [14] ( 24) where are the normalized eigenvalues. One can check that in a flat Rayleigh fading channel ( ) the BER reduces to the well-known equation [25] (25)
C. Asymptotic Behavior
It is well known, in the case of branches diversity with flat Rayleigh fading, that for large signal-to-noise ratio , the BER behaves as . The order of diversity thus is said to be . Moreover, when the signals on the branches are correlated or have different energy levels, the BER will still have the same asymptotic slope but suffers a degradation in SNR given by the amount of signal correlation and/or energy mismatch [23] .
Our goal is to extend this notion to the general case of frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels. The asymptotic error probability of BPSK for large SNR can be obtained by developing (24) in the following manner: (26) where (27) and (28) It is demonstrated in [27] (see Appendix C) that Note that is proportional to . Of course, even in the presence of multipath, the asymptotic order of diversity remains equal to the total number of paths (of the branches), regardless of their relative time delays and power levels. More interesting, the product is sufficient to determine the asymptotic SNR degradation caused by the pulse shape autocorrelation (via ), the taps correlations, and the power mismatch between branches (via ). The product of normalized eigenvalues appearing in (30) confirms the intuition that for diversity, it is better to have many small eigenvalues than a few large ones. The highest diversity gain is obtained when is maximized, that is for ( ), in which case (30) reduces to the well known asymptotic error probability for independent equal energy diversity branches [26] (32)
Unfortunately some very small eigenvalues often appear in the Karhunen-Loève expansion, making this asymptotic limit valid only for extremely high SNR values, far away from the range observed in practice (10-30 dB).
III. UNITARY TRANSFORMATION EFFECT IN MICRODIVERSITY
Microdiversity means that the antenna spacing is small enough to consider that the channels on the branches have the same delay profile, i.e., and . This is actually the case for all multichannel diversity systems with antennas located in the same site (few wavelengths separation). As a consequence, the matrices defined in Section II ( denotes the diversity branch number) will be all identical, i.e.,
. It is also assumed that the noise signals have the same spectral density, which is the case for polarization and spatial diversity, most of the time.
In this section, it is shown that applying the same unitary matrix transformation on each of the -taps vectors (each vector contains the taps of the same index) leaves the diversity gain unchanged.
Let be a unitary transformation matrix of dimension (i.e.
, where denotes the identity matrix), and be a vector of the taps of the same delay 
and are diagonal matrices related to the transformation by (36) Equation (39) is identical to (11) , thus the quadratic form remains unchanged, and consequently the diversity gain is invariant by any unitary transformation applied on taps of the same index. In Section IV-D we point out the fact that antenna rotation for polarization diversity is a particular case of such unitary transformation, and thus that it does not provide any additional gain.
IV. POLARIZATION VERSUS SPATIAL MICRODIVERSITY
In this section, the case of dual-diversity ( ) for both polarization and space diversity techniques is considered. It is assumed that the AWGN has the same power spectral density for the two branches (this is the case for almost all pratical systems). The subject of space diversity has been widely studied for the past several decades [22] , [23] . In general, the main disadvantage of space diversity is the existence of a nonnegligible correlation between the different branches especially when the multipath angular spread of the channel is very narrow [24] , [25] . However, the local mean power is generally the same on the two branches.
A. Polarization Diversity
Although polarization diversity has been well known for over 20 years [18] , [20] - [24] , space diversity schemes have been preferred as polarization diversity suffers from a strong imbalance between the local mean powers received on its two branches. This imbalance is commonly referred to as cross-polar-discrimination (XPD, denoted by hereafter) and is the ratio of the received vertical and horizontal polarization power. However, two main arguments can explain the increasing popularity of polarization diversity nowadays. First of all, the miniaturization of base stations makes the antenna spacing required by space diversity both costly and inconvenient. Secondl, polarization diversity is very attractive with handheld portables as their moving antennas are on the average closer to the horizontal, which decreases the XPD.
The nature of polarization diversity relies on the elementary processes responsible for the depolarization of electromagnetic waves. Three different processes are responsible for depolarization: scattering from rough surfaces, diffraction [19] , and Fresnel reflection. As the latter has the greatest impact in mobile channels, we will briefly present it. Two Fresnel reflection coefficients and are defined in reference to local axes.
• The orthogonal polarization ( ) is defined by the electric field component included in the plane defined by the normal to the obstacle and the propagation vector.
• The parallel polarization ( ) is the electric field component parallel to the plane tangent to the obstacle. In general, the propagation occurs mainly in the horizontal plane, either in microcells (where the antenna is well under roof tops) or in macrocells [22] . On the other hand, the scatterers are mainly vertical (especially in urban environments). In Fig. 2 it is obvious that the polarization parallel to the obstacle is less attenuated, therefore the vertical polarization is strongly favored at the expense of the horizontal one. This explains why the vertical polarization remains the strongest even when the portable mobile antenna is inclined at 70 from the vertical [20] .
Moreover, the phase difference introduced by Fresnel coefficients between vertical and horizontal polarization (Fig. 2) ensures that the received horizontal and vertical polarized signals are merely uncorrelated [18] . Indeed, experimental results show an envelope correlation around 0.2 [18] , [20] . It is well known that a correlation coefficient under 0.5 has small impact on diversity [22] - [24] .
B. Matrix for Space/Polarization Dual-Diversity
As shown in Section II, the matched filter bound performance is given by the eigenvalues of the matrix . The exact structure of matrix for both space/polarization dual-diversity is (40) Assuming that the taps of each channel are uncorrelated, , and are diagonal matrices with diagonal elements , , and , respectively. The coefficient denotes the power mismatch between the th taps of the two channels, whereas represents the correlation coefficient of those same taps.
Obviously, (40) covers the most general situation where power mismatch and correlation vary from one tap to another. Unfortunately, no such fine channel measurements are available, neither for space nor for polarization diversity. However, when the number of scatterers is relatively high and all the channel taps are Rayleigh fading, it is safe to consider these coefficients as constants-say and -for all the taps. Space diversity presents no power mismatch between branches, thus . Inversely, polarization diversity exhibits power mismatch between its two branches-as previously highlighted-given in terms of XPD (dB). This means that for polarization diversity. Finally, note that only the envelope correlation is available experimentally. However, it is shown in [23] that is very close to
. From now on, all results will be given in terms of .
C. Space/Polarization Diversity for GSM and IS-95
The GMSK modulation used in GSM is well approximated by binary linear modulation with the first pulse shape of Laurent development [4] . However the minimum-shift keying (MSK) approximation is practically sufficient. MSK can be modeled as a linear offset quadrature phase-shift keying (OQPSK) with a pulse shape filter of time duration , where is the bit duration [5] . Indeed, in the range of the Fig. 3 . Multipath diversity gain and antenna diversity gain. Example of GSM system in bad urban channel (BU) [3] .
common delay spread of mobile radio channels, the autocorrelation function of the first Laurent pulse shape is very close to that of the MSK. On the other hand, the IS-95 system uses a raised-cosine pulse shape with a roll-off factor and a binary modulation in downlink, at a chip rate of 1.2288 Mcps. Note that we do not consider power control for the IS-95 downlink. Ideally, it is assumed that the spreading sequences ensure a perfect Dirac autocorrelation function, and that interfering users can be modeled by additive Gaussian noise (an acceptable approximation except for very low number of interferers). In this case, the performances are uniquely determined by the autocorrelation function of the pulse shape, which is known to be [26] (41)
Although many authors still use the cumulative probability distribution of the received energy (i.e., the probability of the energy being greater than a given threshold) to evaluate the diversity gain [18] , [21] , we prefer to compare the polarization and space diversity schemes on the basis of the gain obtained for a given bit error probability. In fact, the latter gain is much more relevant than the former in the case of digital systems [23] . In this respect, we consider that for uncoded bits (class II bits of the GSM frame) a BER equal to 5 10 is enough to ensure a good speech quality. The same value will be considered in the case of IS-95 in order to compare the two systems.
It is emphasized here that the relevant antenna diversity gain is the one obtained at 5 10 BER after excluding the inherent multipath diversity gain due to the multipath channel (as depicted in Fig. 3) .
Experimental measurements showed that the average value of XPD in urban and suburban environments is between 1-10 dB with an average value of 6 dB [18] , [20] , and in rural environments (e.g., hilly terrain) that XPD is very high, ranging from 10 to 18 dB. This can be understood by the fact that a very small amount of energy is transposed from one polarization to another due to the lack of scatterers in rural areas (scatterers are responsible for depolarization via Fresnel coefficient, see Section IV-A). Polarization diversity is then uninteresting for this type of channel. In the following, a typical envelope correlation of 0.2 is considered for polarization diversity.
Polarization and space dual diversity gains for various normalized mobile channels [3] are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, for GSM, and in Figs. 6 and 7 for IS-95. As a reference, the diversity gain for a flat fading (one tap) Rayleigh channel is plotted in each figure. The antenna diversity gain is the highest for this channel, which has no intrinsic multipath diversity.
One general observation is that antenna diversity gain is high when the multipath diversity gain is low and vice-versa. Note that multipath diversity gain is small either if the channel has a low intrinsic diversity, or if its diversity has not been exploited by the pulse shape. For IS-95, the multipath diversity is well resolved by the relatively short duration of the pulse which makes antenna diversity useless in practice as its gain rarely Fig. 4 . Polarization diversity gain versus XPD (dB) in GSM for various channels [3] , with an envelope correlation of 0.2. exceeds 1 dB. However, multiple antennas are always useful for interference reduction [11] .
Furthermore, our results show that two branch polarization diversity gain is almost equivalent to that of spatial diversity in all urban/suburban environments. Spatial diversity clearly outperforms polarization diversity only in rural environments (e.g., hilly terrain).
D. Rotating the Base Station Antennas
The possible improvement of polarization diversity gain through spatial rotation of the two receiver's antennas is now analyzed. In fact, slanted antenna polarization diversity is very popular nowadays [20] , [21] . A great number of manufacturers claim that it achieves more diversity gain (up to 1.5 dB extra gain) than ordinary vertical/horizontal polarized antennas, the main reason advanced being the improvement of power balance between the two diversity branches.
The new XPD after rotation is first derived together with the new correlation coefficient after a rotation of the base station antennas by an angle from the vertical (Fig. 8) . Let the horizontal and vertical received electric fields be, respectively, (42) (43) where and are two correlated circularly symmetric complex Gaussian variables with an XPD equal to and correlation coefficient . After rotation the electric field received on the two rotated antennas, and , can be deduced from and by a rotation matrix. By linearity, the relation between the complex envelopes is the same. As a result, antenna rotation is equivalent to a rotation of any twochannel taps of the same index. In a generic way, we have (44) where denotes the pair of initial taps, and the pair of rotated taps. This transformation is a particular unitary transformation for which has been shown not to have any impact on diversity gain (Section III). Therefore, the widespread belief of added diversity gain is completely false from the matched filter bound point of view. It turns out that polarization diversity gain is invariant by antenna rotation.
Considering now the argument of a more balanced power distribution between the diversity branches, one should note that in reality there is a tradeoff between the power level balance and the correlation of the two branches. After rotation, the new taps exhibit new XPD and cross-correlation coefficients and that are functions of the initial ones , and of the rotation angle . We must evaluate (45) and (46) After a straightforward development it is found (47) (see Fig. 9 ) (48) (see Fig. 10 ) where and . These results extend those of [21] , where the effect of rotating the base station antennas was also studied but in the special case of independent Rayleigh fading signals ( ). By using (47) and (48) for various combinations of channel type, initial XPD, and initial correlation coefficient, to evaluate the diversity gain as before, it was noticed that the gain remained unchanged for whatever rotation angle considered. This result confirms the one obtained above using the property of unitary transformations.
Consequently, even if the reported extra gains are valid, they should not be attributed to diversity itself, but rather to some imperfection or suboptimality of the considered receivers which may be more sensitive to the power imbalance than to branch correlation. We believe that the measured diversity gain would be practically the same for vertical/horizontal and slanted polarization if the receiver is well designed. We conclude that the question of system performance with polarization diversity should not be limited to the study of signal propagation aspects (attenuation, spatial correlation, power mismatch), but should rather include the receiver signal processing algorithms. For instance, there may be some advantage for rotated antennas in systems where the receiver algorithms are constrained to be very simple, and therefore far from optimal. To the best of our knowledge, no such combined investigations are available in the literature.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the matched filter and MRC bound for -branch antenna diversity and linear modulation over frequency-selective Rayleigh fading multipath channels has been derived using a novel compact approach. The comparison of the space/polarization diversity gains for GSM and downlink IS-95 systems (binary modulation in both cases) shows that there is a tradeoff between multipath diversity gain and antenna diversity gain. Polarization diversity has also been shown to provide almost the same gain as spatial diversity, especially in urban environments. Moreover, with the help of our general model, it has been possible to prove for the first time that polarization diversity gain is invariant by rotation of the receiver antennas, which is in contradiction with general belief.
APPENDIX A WIDE SENSE STATIONARY (WSS) RANDOM PROCESS
Let be a vector of wide sense stationary (WSS) bandpass (with respect to ) random processes with zero mean and dimension .
can be written as , where is a base-band complex random process of dimension . First of all, we will demonstrate that [i.e., is circularly symmetric]. Second, we will prove that the circular symmetry of and the wide sense stationarity of imply the wide sense stationarity of . For our discussion we use the following notations:
• autocorrelation matrix of any -dimensional random process ; • cross-correlation matrix of any -dimensional random processes and 
We then have Fig. 7 . Spatial diversity gain versus envelope correlation in IS-95 for various channels [3] . Obviously, for (51) and (52) to be valid, the wide sense stationarity of implies the wide sense stationarity of and , and consequently the wide sense stationarity of . The circular symmetry of implies useful properties for the correlation between its components. Considering any two components and , the circular symmetry (50) implies and . It follows that either or . The first case is commonly chosen. As a result and is real. : In this case, we have
As for the previous case, let us multiply by and take the limit as
. We obtain
The computation of is and consequently
